Oscillation conditions are given for the equation
(1 < t < n -1), and / subject to conditions which include zz/(t, u) > 0. The results obtained include previously known oscillation conditions for the equation u + f(t, u)» 0 for both linear and nonlinear cases.
We study the oscillation properties of the scalar equation that this is also true of Lx = 0 with L as in (2).
The adjoint of (2) We define the operators L . . , L by LQx = x/ft" and Proof. Suppose u is an extendible solution of (1) which is positive on (rQ, °o) and satisfies (8), (9) and (10) for the integer k indicated in Lemma 1. Then (7), (9) and (10) yield Lk + luit) = a + f™ ln_k_p. s; ftk+2, ..., ftn_Aftnis)fis, uis))ds, But (7) and (23) imply that (L-ku)' > 0; hence, from (8), Lku(t) > R for some positive R and t sufficiently large, say I > 7. Repeated integration of (7) for ;' = k, . . . , 1 yields L0uit)>RIkit,tl-ft1,...,ftk) (25) + y L.uitAi.it, tl;ftv...,ft), t>tr and (22) + J"~ Vis)dsf^ ftk+1U)ln_k_2(X, s; ftk+2,--., P^JdX, t>tv
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Since n -k -2 is even,
Substituting the right side in the second integral in (36) and using (5) 
